
William Close - Lectures and workshops

William Close has developed a series  of lectures and workshops that are derived from his career of musical 
performances installations and inventions.  In his early career William was an educator as well as an artist.  He 
went into schools and would work with students to develop and invent there own musical instruments, music 
and other visual and literary arts, relating them directly to music.  In this process he developed a series 
curriculums  for workshops and lectures that have continued to be a part of his presentations. 
William has lectured and led workshops to people of all ages and demographics.  The venues range from 
grade schools  and high schools to universities, museums and performing arts centers through out the world.  
He has shared his lectures and workshops with major corporations and as a part of team building events and 
programs.  His presentations really connect with the inventive imagination and scientific curiosity found with all 
of us.  As an educator William  is relaxed and encouraging as he shares his unique musical and design based 
wisdom. He has developed a lot of inspiring educational material throughout his 25 year career.  Presenting his 
inventive musical designs and performances  to enthusiastic audiences through out the world.



Lecture Demonstrations
William and his team offer  a great series of Lecture demonstrations.  These are a combination of 
lecture with elements of musical performance.  It also has elements of Audience interaction.  
William speaks from stage where he has access to The Earth Harp.  He shares the process through 
which he came to the design invention and creation of this amazing instrument.  He uses the Earth 
Harp to show examples of musics connection to pattern, design, architecture, resonance, vibration, 
science of sound, and  much more!  William has studied sound and resonance in depth. Through 
the Earth Harp and some of his other instruments he shares the concepts that allow instruments to 
create musical expression.  Through out the Lecture He performs pieces on his instruments that tie 
into the themes being discussed.  He invites a some members of the audience up on stage to try 
the Earth Harp and some of the other instruments. William also shares his own process for creating 
music.  He talks about his talent to create music on anything, from a barbecue grill to the majestic 
Earth Harp! 
  
                           This Program can range in time from 10min to 90 min. It is suitable for all ages.

Lectures
These lectures can be held any where.  William shares his unique understanding of musical invention and the science of 
sound.  He discusses and shares examples of how music is connected  to pattern, design, architecture, resonance, vibration, 
and  much more.  He shares examples of how music comes to life through mathematics and physics.  He shares his 
understanding of the design and architecture of musical instruments. 
William has been performing and traveling throughout the world for close to 30 years.  His journeys have often been a part 
of his inspiration.  William has studied and experience the musical instruments and musical  creation of cultures throughout 
the world.  He shares some of these musical adventures and these unique instruments with his audience.  William will often 
bring a few of his smaller instruments into the lecture.  For example he usually brings and performs his Drum Jacket to show 
an example of his instruments the combine music and fashion.  He discusses many of the combinations that drive his work 
such as music and architecture, music and sculpture , music and design, music and cultural connection. 
He usually ends the lecture with some simple excursuses in which the audience creates some simple drawings that explore 
there own visual expression of music and musical invention! 

This Lecture can adapt to all ages and can range in time from 15min to 60min 

 



Instrument Building Workshops

William Close has  invented over 120 unique musical instruments.  In this process of invention he has developed techniques for 
creating great sounding one of a kind instruments.   This research  becomes the basis for all of his musical instrument creation 
workshops.    

William supplies musical string, tuners,  wood and other key things for creating a great sounding tonal instrument.   Working with 
these materials,  he challenges the participants to create there own musical inventions.   The attendees use basic wood construction 
along with tension systems and techniques for increasing resonance and  volume in the process of creating there musical/sculptural 
instruments.  They explore design and music in a three dimensional form.  Once they have created there pieces William shows them 
easy techniques for getting music out of there inventions.  Everyone leaves with a great sounding and looking instrument! 

This Workshop is best held in a shop, back stage, work room, class room.  It can adapt to all ages.  it is best with a group ranging from 
5 to 25 people,  It can be offered to a bigger group  of up to 200 though it will need a lot of staff support . 
The workshop usually last from 1.5 to 3 hours 

Musical Instrument invention and installations (longer curriculum) 
William has done many education projects where he guides students in more in-depth process that leads to more complex and larger 
musical inventions.  The students conceptualize, design, build and perform with there creations.   These creations happen over a 
series of days, weeks, sometimes an entire semester.  William  either works with the students the entire time or meets with the 
students, gets them started and them comes  back to offer guidance throughout the process.  This workshop has created some 
amazing musical pieces and performances!  It can adapt to any age and demographic.  It works very well with university students with 
a focus in music, architecture, art, visual art, sculpture, engineering, science, physics or even mathematics. 
The Musical creations often offer lessons and examples relating to these area of study!


